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Lynn Classical High School 

Sustaining Improvement Plan  

Annual Renewal—Updated Executive Summary 2020-2021 

 

Our promise to students and their families is that we will do the necessary work to provide 

all students a high-quality education. We believe this can only be achieved by 

operationalizing equity across all aspects of student experiences at Classical.   

Classical teachers will engage in systematic professional collaboration and learning 

throughout the school year to undergird the fundamental shifts required to deliver on our 

promise. You will see values of equity embedded in the instructional materials we use, the 

culturally responsive techniques we employ, the way we analyze and respond to assessment 

data, and in the identification and deployment of social, emotional, and behavioral supports. 

While this vision isn’t dramatically different from our original plan, it is rooted in a deeper 

reflection of the academic experiences for all student groups in our school.  

In the late Fall of 2019, we developed an active and well-represented Instructional 

Leadership Team (ILT) that set out to clearly define high leverage instructional practices 

and to clarify the expectation that all teachers plan rigorous learning experiences that reach 

the depth of the standards and position students to engage in and articulate high level 

thinking. What we found, however, was an inconsistent combination of standards and 

expectations across classrooms-meaning that not all students consistently experienced 

classroom learning that was challenging, focused on meaningful work, and built upon 

supported, culturally responsive, and higher order thinking. 

We talked about our Turnaround initiatives with a sense of urgency but lacked the agency 

(knowing what we need to do and then doing it consistently) that was needed to foster 

authentic engagement and rigor among our culturally and linguistically diverse students. 

We recognize that in order to accelerate and improve academic outcomes for ALL students 

we need to continue to build teacher capacity for making informed instructional decisions in 

planning and executing lessons. This work requires that we reflect on how our own 

identities and experiences impact our beliefs and classroom practices. It also means we 

invest in the re-calibration of educator mind-set and commit to an assets-based ethos. We 

partnered with the district around professional development to accelerate this work and 

connected with WestEd to strengthen our approach to responsive lesson design.  We’ve also 

sought out resources like Teach Like a Champion (Lemov) and Culturally Responsive 

Teaching and the Brain (Hammond) to enhance classroom practice to support this work.  It 

is critical that our students’ voices and experiences are reflected in curricula and that they 

receive the message that valuable learning is happening at school and they are capable of 
engaging in it. 

High standards and high expectations require a high level of commitment from our whole 

school community – a commitment to clear learning targets, meaningful classroom 

experiences, and effective tools and strategies. If rigor is a result of “work that challenges 
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students’ thinking in new and interesting ways” then we can position our faculty to make an 

impact by getting clear on how to design learning experiences that stretch students’ 

thinking, that “take them to that intersection of encouragement and engagement, where 

they confront ideas and problems that are meaningful” (Sztabnik, B., Edutopia, A New 

Definition of Rigor, 2015). Through shared leadership with teachers, ILT members, and our 

Administrative Team we will support teachers to do just that by providing the following: 

practical, high-quality professional development; strengthened Professional Learning 

Communities (PLCs); planning and reflection tools aligned with appropriately supporting 

student engagement in higher order learning activities; frequent, individual, and actionable 

feedback from peers, administrators, and coaches; increased time for collaboration within 

departments and across disciplines; a structure for targeted peer observation; and progress 
data to drive school-wide decision making.  

While Classical’s reflective and decisive push for accelerated school improvement includes 

efforts that must be sustained over time, preliminary state level indicators show that we are 

on the right track in areas of attendance and growth toward English Proficiency. We have 

also expanded student pathways to advanced course work and tripled the number of 

students in an Early College program. We established monthly Wellness Meetings with the 

district and weekly Attendance Team meetings to conference with students and families 

around attendance and support services. We increased mental health supports by bringing 

the BRYT Foundation and Youth Harbors to our building and launched a Peer Ambassador 

program that primarily served to welcome and support newly arrived English Learners as 

they navigate a new school, culture, and language.  

We are excited to further develop partnerships with our students who commit to all types of 

volunteerism and activism in their daily lives. In fact, it was their public reflection on our 

curriculum and lack of culturally responsive training that led to a resolution with the School 

Committee in August. The district’s resulting commitment to race and equity work includes 

the establishment of a student run school-based Equity Panel trained by Matthew Rodriguez 

and the Equity Project. The Equity Panel will function to heighten students’ voices around 

school and community issues and empower students to develop solutions. Our students’ 

passion and focus in this area led us to realize the extent of the work we need to do to 

deliver on our promise of equity.  
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Lynn Classical High School 

Sustaining Improvement Plan  

Annual Renewal—Goals and Benchmarks 2020-2021 

 

Despite the overwhelming and unique challenges of implementing a full remote learning 

schedule, we are excited to start the school year with a coherent road map and a solid set of 

interim benchmarks that better reflect the changes in practices, skills, mind-sets, and 

discourse that we are seeking. We used lesson plan and student work sample data collected 

by the ILT, student feedback, professional development, and educational research to refine 

our action steps and further inform the work needed to ensure a high-quality education for 

all students. Our updated interim benchmarks build on and reinforce each other. They were 

designed to ensure progress is being made for student groups identified as low-performing 

by DESE’s Accountability System and that we monitor impact for all racial groups in our 

school.  Because of the abrupt school closure in March 2020, MCAS, ACCESS, graduation rate, 

and chronic absenteeism targets were not set. Therefore, our Measurable Annual Goals 

(MAGs) for SY2019-2020 according to DESE’s District and School Accountability System will 

remain in effect for SY2020-2021 or until new targets are provided. 

Sustainable Improvement Practice 1: Leadership, Shared Responsibility, and 
Professional Collaboration 
Teacher Benchmark 
By December 11, 2020, 50% of teachers will have received targeted* and actionable feedback 
(through classroom observations or the lesson tuning protocol from peers and/or 
administrators) at least once a month, as reported in a monthly feedback survey.** 
           By February 12, 2021, 75% of teachers will have received feedback. 
           By April 16, 2021, 100% of teachers will have received feedback. 
           Once we reach 100%, we will maintain this level of feedback or increase the     
           number of observations and feedback each teacher receives through the end of the 
           school year. 
*Focus for targeted feedback is on high priority areas outlined in the RAMS Rigor Rubric, 
Communication and Academic Discourse Rubric, Standard of Excellence Guiding Document 
and accompanying Look-For document, and the Culturally Responsive Score Card (from The 
Metropolitan Center for Research on Equity and the Transformation of Schools -NYU Metro 
Center). See Appendices A, B, C. 
**Monthly survey data will also be used to assess the range of feedback teachers receive and 
to check how often feedback is being provided and by whom. 
 
Student Benchmark 1 
Academic language/discourse of our level 3-5 ELs will improve as measured by student 
work products. 
By November 30, 2020, 50% of our level 3-5 ELs will score a 3 or higher on the                                                                   
communication and Academic Discourse Rubric.*  
*The Communication and Academic Discourse Rubric will be used at least once a quarter in 
all classes.   
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February target = 60% of our level 3-5 Els will score a 3 or higher.  
April target = 70% of our level 3-5 Els will score a 3 or higher.   
June = 80% of our level 3-5 Els will score a 3 or higher.   

 
Student Benchmark 2 
By November 6, 2020, we will establish a baseline on our level 3-5 ELs’ willingness, ability 
and comfort in articulating their thinking, reasoning and use of academic 
language/discourse as evidenced by student surveys and student check-ins with Guidance 
Counselors. 
By February 19, 2021, there will be a 20% increase in the percentage of our level 3-5 ELs 
reporting that their willingness, ability and comfort has improved when articulating their 
thinking, reasoning and use of academic language/discourse as evidenced by student 
surveys and student check-ins with Guidance Counselors. 
             April target = 10% increase from February. 
             June target = 10% increase from June. 
 
 
 
Sustainable Improvement Practice 2: Intentional Practices for Improving Instruction 
Teacher Benchmark 
At least once a month, PLCs (and/or the ILT) will collaboratively review and analyze student 
work samples and lesson plans using the RAMS Rigor Rubric, Communication and Academic 
Discourse Rubric, the Standard of Excellence Guiding Document, and the Culturally 
Responsive Score Card (from The Metropolitan Center for Research on Equity and the 
Transformation of Schools -NYU Metro Center) as evidenced by meeting agendas and notes. 
See Appendices A, B, C. 
 
Student Benchmark 1 
By December 15, 2020, at least 60% of Hispanic and African American/Black students will 
state that staff hold high expectations for their learning and positive regard for their 
perspectives, as evidenced by student survey data.   
       March target = 20% increase from February. 
       June target = 20% increase from June. 
 
Student Benchmark 2 Background:  We will track standards-based academic growth and 
outcomes using targeted benchmark cycles throughout the year. Quarter 1: Pre-assessments 
will take place by mid-October. A mid-cycle assessment will be administered by mid-
November, and the post assessment will be administered by the end of November. The end of 
November assessment will show a 10 percentage point increase from the pre-assessment. This 
benchmark cycle format will repeat for Quarters 2, 3 and 4 on approximately 9 week cycles. 
 
Student Benchmark 2 
Student performance on common course benchmark assessments will improve by 10 
percentage points each quarter* for students identified in the lowest 25% (as determined 
by DESE). 
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*For example, a student who scored 60% on the pre-assessment would score at least 70% on 
the post-assessment by the end of the benchmark cycle.  
 

Sustainable Improvement Practice 3: Student-Specific Supports and Instruction to    
All Students 
Teacher Benchmarks Background:  During PLC meetings at least once a month teachers 
will examine disaggregated assessment data in order to create effective responses to better 
engage students and improve academic outcomes.  The data informed responses will be 
evident in lesson plans. Teachers will utilize the ongoing Responsive Supports professional 
development and the Culturally Responsive Score Card (from The Metropolitan Center for 
Research on Equity and the Transformation of Schools -NYU Metro Center) to inform 
culturally responsive plans. 
 
Teacher Benchmark 1 
At least once a month PLCs will review and analyze disaggregated student data (from 
common assessments, grades, etc.) to inform instruction to better engage students and 
improve academic outcomes across all student groups, as evidenced by meeting agendas and 
notes. 
 
Teacher Benchmark 2 
By February 15, 2021, 60% of teachers will integrate culturally responsive practices into 
their instruction, as evidenced by observation data and lesson plans according to the 
Culturally Responsive Score Card (from The Metropolitan Center for Research on Equity and 
the Transformation of Schools -NYU Metro Center). 
       March target = 80% of teachers will integrate culturally responsive practices into  
                                     their instruction. 
       June target = 100% of teachers will integrate culturally responsive practices into   
                                 their instruction. 
 
 
Student Benchmark Background:  We will track standards-based academic growth and 
outcomes using targeted benchmark cycles throughout the year. Quarter 1: Pre-assessments 
will take place by mid-October. A mid-cycle assessment will be administered by mid-
November, and the post assessment will be administered by the end of November. The end of 
November assessment will show a 10 percentage point increase from the pre-assessment. This 
benchmark cycle format will repeat for Quarters 2, 3 and 4 on approximately 9 week cycles. 
 
Student Benchmark  
Student performance on common course benchmark assessments will improve by 10 
percentage points each quarter* for students identified in the lowest 25% (as determined 
by DESE). 
*For example, a student who scored 60% on the pre-assessment would score at least 70% on 
the post-assessment by the end of the benchmark cycle.  
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Sustainable Improvement Practice 4: School Climate and Culture 
Teacher Benchmark 
Every week, the Attendance and Outreach Teams will identify students who have been 
chronically absent (i.e., missed 10% of school days) and/or referred from a teacher as 
needing additional social-emotional or behavioral supports and deploy additional supports 
as needed, as demonstrated in the weekly logs of student/family contact and referrals and 
outcomes. 
Student Benchmark Background: Our approach to this attendance and outreach 
benchmark for SY2020-2021 is responsive to our remote learning schedule.  
 
Student Benchmark 
In order to reduce chronic absenteeism we will improve attendance each month by at least 
0.5% compared to the previous month.   
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Lynn Classical Sustaining Improvement Annual Reflection
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Lynn Classical Sustaining Improvement Annual Reflection Narrative 

Included below is a reflection of our key work for each Sustainable Improvement Practice.  

See also APPENDICES D-E for more detailed strategies and next steps for the 2019-2020 actions 

 

Sustainable Improvement Practice 1: Leadership, shared responsibility & 

professional collaboration. The school has established a community of practice 

through leadership, shared responsibility for all students and professional 
collaboration. 

In the late Fall of 2019, we developed an active and well-represented Instructional 
Leadership Team (ILT). Based on multiple data points from our initial phase of the 
Turnaround process, the ILT drafted the RAMS Rigor Rubric as a tool to jumpstart our 
collective analysis of what rigor looks like in the classroom, in lesson plans, and on 
assessments. Through targeted discussion in content and department PLCs, we established 
a shared (school-wide) understanding of rigor, provided ongoing feedback to the ILT on the 
analysis tool (RAMS Rigor Rubric), and calibrated our ratings by using it to review plans, 
assessments, and student work samples. This collaborative teaming process among the ILT, 
content area PLCs, and our Administrative Team lead to an extensive project marrying the 
learning from this work with the data from our AIR observation report to create a Standard 
of Excellence Guiding Document and several accompanying resources to make explicit and 
support excellent teaching. We will continue to use this structure to facilitate 
communication and foster teacher leadership and collaboration. Department Heads 
partnered with School Works for a one day workshop around strengthening PLCs. We 
decided to adopt their Lesson Tuning Protocol and had just begun to implement it in our 
PLCs when the Covid school closure happened. Moving forward, the lesson tuning process 
will be an integral part of our PLCs because it provides the structure for productive and 
focused work where teachers can give and receive individual targeted feedback to improve 
lesson planning, especially in high priority areas. The shared responsibility for identifying 
student and teacher needs and responding to those needs is critical to accelerating 
improvement in our school. Therefore, we expanded time for professional collaboration in 
our schedule, structured opportunities for peer observations, and upgraded the EL Coach’s 
position to full-time. PLCs will serve as a main structure of support to drive school-wide 
improvement in teaching and learning at Classical. It’s where we will engage in systematic 
and collaborative professional learning around becoming culturally responsive, teaching 
like a champion, analyzing data, and supporting each other in engaging students in high 
level thinking.  
 
The AIR report data from our site visit in 2019 aligned with anecdotal observational data 

and more formalized Learning Walk data: Classical students are not consistently held 

accountable for articulating their thinking using academic language (nor complete 

sentences) during classroom discourse, and the ratio of talk between teachers and students 

is largely on the side of teacher voice.  We made a point to communicate this data and its 

implications in PLCs and at faculty meetings and encouraged teachers to tap into each other 

as resources for increasing student-centered dialogue. We recognized that wasn’t enough. 
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During the Covid school closure our ILT dug deeper into identifying research-based 

practical actions to elicit more robust and equitable classroom discourse and discussed 

structures to communicate and support those actions. To that end, we developed an 

interactive Look-For tool that is embedded with articles and videos; we structured 

opportunities for peer observations in our schedule; and we increased time for 

departmental and interdisciplinary collaboration which will allow for individualized teacher 

feedback directly related to promoting academic discourse. In addition to these systems of 

support we created a Communication and Academic Discourse rubric to make our 

expectations clear. 

We hold the expectation that Classical students develop and strengthen their voice by 

engaging in academic discourse in the classroom and school community on a regular basis. 

Students will implement teacher feedback to effectively share insight, respectfully debate 

viewpoints, and acknowledge and build off others’ ideas and thinking. Students are 

accountable for actively participating and providing complete responses in all exchanges.  

Through quarterly cycles of self-reflection and goal-setting based on concrete examples in 

our Communication and Academic Discourse rubric, students will assess their ability, 

willingness, and comfort articulating their thinking and reasoning across multiple means of 

expression. We designed an interim benchmark around this to ensure we monitor progress  

for transitioning English Learners and include more contact time with Guidance Counselors.  

Students will also receive specific individual feedback from teachers to help them identify 

actions that will move them closer to their goals for appropriately and consistently engaging 

in academic discourse.    

Similarly, we hold the expectation that Classical teachers design lessons that connect to 

students’ lives and increase sustained opportunities for students to ask questions and 

engage with each other’s ideas. Teachers will model academic language and provide 

relevant resources and scaffolds (discourse routines, listening protocols, anchor charts, 

sentence frames, talk moves etc.) to create entry points and guide discussions. By 

intentionally reducing the amount of teacher talk, teachers will be able to listen to student 

responses and provide targeted feedback to help them establish and make progress on their 

goals as indicated in quarterly cycles of teacher reflection using the Communication and 

Academic Discourse rubric. This high priority area is outlined in the instructional tools 

(RAMS Rigor Rubric, Standard of Excellence, Look-Fors, and Culturally Responsive Score 
Card) that will be used on a regular basis in PLCs. 

 
Sustainable Improvement Practice #2:  Intentional practices for improving 
instruction. The school employs intentional practices for improving teacher-specific 
and student-responsive instruction 
   
Throughout the year, we will roll out a comprehensive professional development, 

Responsive Supports for Els, as an extension to our previous two years of work on supporting 

English Learners.  A major goal of this PD is to build teacher capacity for making informed 
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instructional decisions in planning and executing lessons to ensure equitable outcomes for 

racially, culturally, and linguistically diverse students. It specifically engages faculty on a 

reflective journey to examine how our own identities and experiences impact our beliefs 

and classroom practices. This work requires that we invest in the re-calibration of educator 

mind-set and commit to an assets-based ethos so that our actions reflect a belief that all 
students are capable of meeting high expectations and high standards.  

Through the Responsive Supports professional development teachers will raise their 

awareness of the “smog clouds” like implicit bias that can get in the way of recognizing and 

capitalizing on the assets and strengths students of color bring to their classrooms.  We will 

develop an understanding of the dimensions of collectivism as a cultural trait shared by 

most communities of color (including 81.7% of LCHS students and 80% of the world) and 

how it conflicts with the dominant White worldview of individualism. By familiarizing 

teachers with the individualistic versus collectivist cultural framework, we will revisit, 

strengthen, and make common the practice of cooperative learning. We will also establish 

common language around culturally responsive teaching to provide more student-

responsive instruction.  Teachers will receive targeted feedback on lesson content and 

pedagogy related to this PD from colleagues, department heads, and the ILT. They will cycle 

through the building based professional development, Formative Assessment In Practice 

(FAIP), to support formative assessment design and delivery and employ intentional data 

driven grouping for cooperative learning activities. Additionally, the ILT and Admin Team 

will use data from classroom observations and student work analysis to target additional 

supports for teachers and make adjustments to the ongoing professional development.  

 

Sustainable Improvement Practice #3:  Student-specific supports and instruction to 
all students. The school is able to provide student-specific supports and interventions 
informed by data and the identification of student-specific needs. 
 
Classical teachers regularly analyze common assessment data and report on areas of 

concern within standards or topics. We use PLC time to discuss how to remediate 

weaknesses. After attending The Center for School Improvement Leadership Institute in 2019, 

we refined our data analysis process by adopting the ORID Protocol. This approach gave us 

the structure to engage in more focused conversations where the voices of all members of a 

PLC are heard and incorporated. We are positioned to enhance our data analysis norm in 

three ways: First, we will use it specifically as part of a system of support to identify and 

address student needs; Secondly, we will use the FAIP training and the EdCite Assessment 

platform to institute data cycles to track growth and to support differentiation for students 

and support cooperative learning.  Third, we will build a more robust practice of examining 

disaggregated data from common assessments. This last prong is a necessary shift to make 

advancement on our promise to students and their families that we will do the necessary 

work to provide all students a high-quality education. This can only be achieved by 

operationalizing equity across all aspects of student experiences at Classical. Our system of 
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data analysis will function to evaluate how specific groups of students are performing, 

assess the impact of teaching practices, spotlight patterns not evident in aggregate data, and 

monitor racial, cultural, and linguistic equity in academic outcomes. 

 

Practice #4 School Culture and Climate: A safe, orderly and respectful environment 
for students and a collegial and collaborative culture among teacher 
 
A stakeholder group consisting of District Administrators, Principals, CTAC, Community 
Partners, Guidance, and Students met several times throughout the year (SY2019-2020) to 
re-imagine a school schedule that meets the various needs of our students and supports the 
growth of community partnerships. CTAC surveyed students and teachers to find out what 
features were most important to them.  Some considerations included Early College 
Partnerships, LVTI After Dark, flexible scheduling for working students, collaboration time 
for teachers and designated time for SEL lessons/advisory.  A proposed schedule for SY20-
21 was created (see appendix D) but not implemented due to the Covid Closure.  Based on 
the current situation, we adopted a remote schedule to start the school year and designed a 
hybrid schedule that would keep as many priority features as possible (see appendix D).   
 
We implemented a collaborative teaming structure among the Instructional Leadership 
Team, content and department PLCs, and the Administrative Team to promote shared 
responsibility, strengthen collegial relationships, and improve effective two-way 
communication around academics.  Similarly, we set up a teaming structure among the 
Administrative Team, the Nursing staff, and our Attendance and Outreach Teams (which are 
comprised of Assistant Principals, Guidance Counselors, School Social Workers, the Family 
Liaison, community partners from Youth Harbors and the BRYT Program, Hall monitors, 
clerks, and teachers). This collective effort is intended to establish meaningful points of 
contact with students and families to increase their engagement and achievement. We have 
seen the fruits of this outreach already in expanded opportunities for students to learn and 
practice various technology skills necessary for participation in our fully remote learning 
format. Other successful initiatives that contributed to a supportive, respectful and 
collaborative culture included the Peer Ambassador Program and the See Yourself in 
Success speaker series which we will continue. 
 
We included mentoring room in our remote schedule to ensure an additional consistent 
point of contact with a trusting adult, however, we still do not have a social emotional 
curriculum to directly support SEL and healthy and safe decision-making.  We have been 
able to increase mental health supports for students in other ways though, including the 
addition of the BRYT Program and the Youth Harbors staff.  These partnerships have 
allowed us to provide effective social-emotional resources to students experiencing mental 
health crisis, housing issues, and food insecurity. Our clinicians support students’ 
development of financial literacy and life skills and provide therapeutic supports.   
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Appendix A RAMS Rigor Rubric 
                                           Developing 

 Providing  Sustaining 

Depth of  
Standard 

Lesson and student outcomes 
address some aspects of the selected 
standard and align student thinking 
and learning, skills, competencies 
and knowledge) with the standard in 
a limited way. 

 Lesson and student outcomes 
address most aspects of the 
selected standard and align 
student thinking and learning, 
(skills, competencies and 
knowledge) with the standard.   

 Lesson and student outcomes address all 
aspects of the selected standard and 
align student thinking and learning,( 
skills, competencies and knowledge) 
beyond the standard with real world 
application of knowledge. 

Ability to 
apply new 
knowledge 
 

Application of learning is not evident 
in lesson design or classroom 
artifacts and/or is not at an 
appropriate level or rigor. 

 Application of learning is 
integrated into lesson design 
And/or application of new 
knowledge in problems solving 
situations (not just 
skills/procedural knowledge) is 
evident in student performance 
and work products 

 Students apply their learning, engage in 
problem solving, synthesize and make 
real world connections. 

Questions  
 
 
& 
 
 
Responses  

There is a predominance of lower-
level tasks/questions that only 
require students to clarify, recall, 
share knowledge, and engage in 
simple comprehension tasks. 
 
Most students fail to respond to 
higher level questions. 
 

 

 Probing questions/tasks 
challenge students to explore 
concepts/big ideas.  
 
Oral and written questions align 
to grade level standards and 
objectives.  

 Oral and written questions push student 
thinking beyond grade-level standards 
and generate connections to related 
content from across disciplines.  
 
Students formulate well developed 
answers and routinely support their 
answers with evidence. 

Articulating 
Thinking and 
Reasoning 

Students have limited or no 
opportunities to openly process their 
teachers and peers thinking. 

 Strategic use of scaffolding 
techniques that supports 
student engagement, and 
advances student thinking and 
reasoning and allows students 
to express new information 
related to key concepts and big 
ideas. 

 Students demonstrate an understanding 
of the big ideas by drawing inferences, 
making predictions and defending 
hypotheses through discourse and or 
work that they produce. 
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Purpose Students are able to describe the 
activity in which they are engaged, 
but they are unable to explain what 
they are learning from the activity, 
why it is important, or how they will 
know if they are mastering the focal 
standard(s). 

 Students understand the critical 
elements of the standards being 
taught and the expectations for 
mastery.  
Students are aware of what 
they are learning and why.   
Students can articulate what 
standards they have mastered, 
and in what areas they require 
additional work.  

 Students provide rational for what they 
are doing and why. 

Collaborative 
Learning 

 The lesson is characterized by 
extended teacher talk. 
 
Not all students are consistently 
engaged in inquiry, exploration, or 
problem solving. 
 
Students work in small groups or 
pairs, but task expectations and 
guidelines are not clear.   
 

  Students are engaged in 
sustained interaction, often in 
small groups, have an 
opportunity SWRL or other 
means of expression.  
 
 Students pose questions 
and/or respond to material in 
ways that indicate their 
understanding of and reflection 
on concepts. & use academic 
vocabulary.  
 
 The teacher holds all students 
accountable for their 
contributions to group work.   

 In small groups, students monitor their 
own understanding and ask for 
assistance when needed.  
 
 Students demonstrate the ability to 
independently sustain interaction in 
order to complete academic tasks in 
pairs or small groups.  
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Appendix B Lynn Classical Standard of Excellence Unit Planning and Instruction Guide 

Dimension Key characteristics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Analysis and Inquiry 
 “Questions and 
Responses” and 
“Ability to Apply New 
Knowledge”- from 
RAMS Rigor Rubric 

 
Teacher: 

• Integrates application of new knowledge in student 
performance and work products. 

• Provides multiple and varied meaningful practice 
opportunities using the gradual release model 

• Offers a variety of examples/non- examples and different 
points of view to help students define and refine 
understanding.  

• provides opportunities for independent analysis and 
problem solving within innovative contexts and open-
ended tasks. 

• Designs lessons that require students to make 
connections to big ideas by applying existing 
knowledge and skills. 

• Plan to provide oral and written questions to push 
student thinking to meet or exceed grade-level 
standards and generate connections to related content 
from across disciplines. 

• encourages students to express their thinking through: 

• provides opportunities for debate in which students 
respectfully critique, justify, or defend 

ideas/concepts  

• Provides relevance by helping students apply their 
thinking to real world events and situations that make 
the concepts more meaningful 

• planning  

• explanations 

• refection 

• self-evaluation 
 

 
Students:  

• engage in extended opportunities to use higher order 
thinking through analysis and inquiry. 

• apply their learning, engage in problem solving, 
synthesize and/or make real world connections.  

• formulate well-developed answers and support their 
answers with evidence. 

• engage in respectful debate by critiquing, justifying and 
defending ideas and concepts. 
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• show their learning/demonstrate their mastery through a 
variety of work products/ menu of options 

• engage in opportunities to formulate their thinking 
through: 

• planning  

• explanations 

• refection 

• self-evaluation 

 
Dimension Key characteristics 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Instructional 
Dialogue 
“Articulating Thinking 
and Reasoning and 
Collaborative 
Learning”- from LCHS 
Rigor Rubric 

 
 

 
Teachers:  

• plan for content driven class discussions with open-ended 
questions prepared in advance that promote new 
learning, shared insight. 

• plan for conversations that require students to connect 
evidence to an argument (connects to content 
understanding) and requires students to consider various 
points of view or solutions to a problem 

• Promote an effective balance of teacher talk vs student 
talk 

• When necessary use scaffolds to create entry points and 
guide discussions for example: 

• sentence frames 

• thinking time 

•  criteria for success 

•  specific goals 

•  key vocabulary 

• language functions. 

• Explicitly teach, model and consistently utilize a variety 
of structures for discussion. (Including talk routines 
and listening protocols) 

• Partner Talk (“Turn &Talk”, “Think Write Pair 
Share”) 

• Small Group(Numbered Heads Together, 
POGIL, Lab Groups) 

• Large Group(Debates/Thrash Out, Simulations, 
Peer Review) 

• Socratic Seminar 
 
Students:  

• adhere to discussion and collaboration protocols 

• acknowledge others ideas and build on others thinking 
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• engage in conversations in order to have shared insight or 
respectfully debate ideas. 

• formulate well-developed answers through the use of 
evidence to defend their ideas and share their thought 
process. 

• demonstrate their understanding of big ideas by drawing 
inferences, making predictions and defending 
hypotheses.  

 

Dimension Key characteristics 
 
 
 

Regard for 
Adolescent 
Perspective  
Collaborative 
Learning, Purpose 
RAMS Rigor Rubric 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Teacher:  

• Plan purposeful opportunities for students to speak and 
share their informed opinion. 

• Plan purposeful opportunities to connect lesson content to 
students’ lives. (connects to content understanding) 

• Offer thoughtful, diverse, and authentic student choices 
for completion of assignments across multiple learning 
modalities. Ex. student menus  

• Creates an environment of respect and acceptance  

• Integrate student insight and prior knowledge into learning 
experiences and outcomes to advance comprehension 
and clarify misconceptions 

• Explicitly teach, model and consistently utilize a variety 
of structures for discussion. (Including talk routines 
and listening protocols) 

• Partner Talk (“Turn &Talk”, “Think Write Pair 
Share”) 

• Small Group(Numbered Heads Together, 
POGIL, Lab Groups) 

• Large Group(Debates/Thrash Out, Simulations, 
Peer Review) 

• Socratic Seminar 
 

Students:  

• engage in pair sharing or group work. 

• ask clarifying questions. 

• Connect their thinking to others’ ideas and comments and 
expand on those ideas to extend the discourse. 

• utilizes the space and resources to maximize their own 
learning. 

• Participate in civil discourse while demonstrating 
understanding of others’ opinions. 

• Incorporate strategies, model and procedures 
protocols 
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Dimension Key characteristics 
 
 
 

 
Depth of Standard 
from RAMS Rigor 
Rubric 

 
Teacher:  

• Lesson objectives are framed effectively and address all 
aspects of selected part of standard  

• Creates lessons that allows students to consistently 
engage in regular and extended opportunities to 
synthesize and use higher order thinking 

• Provides enrichment opportunities to align student 
thinking and learning beyond the standard with real world 
application of knowledge 

• Lesson objectives are met in lived lesson and student 
application and outcomes  

 
Students:  

• When prompted students can explain the lesson 
objectives and purpose 

• Students use criteria for success and exemplars to master 
lesson objectives 

• Student outcomes and work products address all aspects 
of selected part of standard and meet lesson objectives 

• Use appropriate content language to: explain, reflect on, 
and apply the skills and competencies of the standard. 

• Students are given multiple ways to build on prior 
knowledge and show their mastery of the big picture of 
the curriculum. 
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Appendix C LCHS Look-For Document: 

An Extension of the Standard of Excellence Guiding Document 

 

These look-fors are directly connected to five key dimensions (Instructional Dialogue, 

Analysis and Inquiry, Content Understanding, Regard for Student Perspective, Depth of 

Standard) that were identified as areas requiring significant development in our 

school.* This document is intended to describe observable teaching actions and learning 

behaviors for achievable and identifiable improvement in these areas.  We will 

purposefully develop a shared understanding and language, and provide targeted 
support around this set of practices over the next three years. 

*Data is from the AIR Targeted Site Visit and survey, Learning Walks, MCAS, Turnaround 
Benchmarking (ILT) 
**These practices also connect to the Standards and Indicators of the Massachusetts 
Teacher Evaluation Rubric 
 

Teacher plans/incorporates questions and tasks that  

• repeatedly return students to the text/source to build understanding. TLAC: Part 3 
setting high academic expectations; part 2 acting on data and culture of error 

• require students to cite evidence from the text/data/source. TLAC: p.100 right is 
right/ p.51 affirmative checking p.108 stretch it 

• intentionally support students in developing facility with academic language TLAC: 
p116 format matters 

• are sequenced to guide students in delving deeper into sources.  TLAC: p.34 targeted 
questioning 

• target application of knowledge/skills to new contexts/situations/problems TLAC: 
p. 108 stretch it 

• integrate prior learning and are open-ended with multiple possible 
solutions/perspectives  

• push student thinking to meet or exceed grade-level standards by generating 
connections to related content from across disciplines TLAC: p.108 stretch it 

• require students critique, justify, or defend ideas/concepts  TLAC: Part 3 Setting 
High Academic Expectations; Part 7,8,9 Ratio 

o provides multiple perspectives/solutions/sources on a given topic 
o recognize bias and counterarguments 
o students develop criteria for evaluating product/performance  
o students support claims with evidence 
o evaluate claims that are made 
o students use criteria for peer and self-assessment  

 
• integrate multiple sources of information that vary in type (e.g. visual, written, 

audio)  
• observing student work and giving feedback to students throughout the lesson 
• require students to make predictions/inferences 

https://www.asd5.org/cms/lib4/WA01001311/Centricity/Domain/145/Costas.pdf
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/questioning-that-deepens-comprehension-douglas-fisher-nancy-frey
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GOWdBCQ_le0&feature=youtu.be
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Teacher promotes academic discourse by:  

• modeling use of academic language TLAC:  format matters p.116 
• explicitly teaching, and consistently utilizing discourse routines, talk moves, and 

listening protocols. TLAC: Part 9 building ratio through discussion 
• using scaffolds to create entry points and guide discussions 
• providing sustained opportunities for students to ask questions and engage with 

each other’s ideas TLAC: part 9 building ratio through discussion 
• requiring and supporting students to verbally justify their thinking and their 

responses TLAC: p. 100 right is right 
• including high interest topics and connecting lesson material to students’ lives  
• holding every student accountable for a response (and supporting students with 

ways to express confusion or uncertainty)  TLAC: p.90 no opt out 
• intentionally varying the ratio of teacher-student talk throughout a unit 
• incorporating student responses throughout the lesson  
• listening to student responses and providing feedback TLAC: Parts 1,2, and 3 

 

Students engage in academic discourse by: 

• asking and answering questions that go beyond recall. TLAC: P.34 targeted 
questioning 

❖ actively engaging in pair sharing or group work by using relevant resources 
(sentence frames, talk moves etc.) TLAC: p. 324 turn and talk 

• adhering to listening protocols TLAC:  p.42 habits of discussion 
• acknowledging others’ ideas and building off others’ thinking. TLAC: part 9 Building 

Ratio through discussion 
• sharing insight and/or respectfully debating ideas. TLAC: part 9 Building Ratio 

through discussion 
• implementing teacher feedback 

 

Teacher uses techniques to facilitate active engagement in high-level thinking that 
address the depth of the standard including: 

• Creating and communicating challenging and measurable objectives that address all 
aspects of the selected parts of the standard TLAC: part 4 planning for success 

o objectives are posted and referred to throughout a lesson 
• Designing assessments/tasks that address all aspects of the selected parts of the 

standard. TLAC: technique 12 right is right 
• A gradual release of responsibility 
• Explicitly teaching and using wait-time. TLAC:  technique 32 wait time 
• modeling the cognitive process by thinking out loud 
• asking follow-up questions: "How did you figure that out? What if...? How does that 

compare to...? TLAC: technique 13 stretch it 

http://www.acpsk12.org/pl/acps-classrooms-in-focus/student-discourse/
https://lynnpublicschools.sharepoint.com/sites/ELEFocusAreas/SitePages/November---Strategies-and-Protocols-for-Academic-Discourse.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kSI4imt0dXg&feature=emb_title
https://www.waterford.org/education/active-listening-in-the-classroom/
https://www.mercerislandschools.org/site/handlers/filedownload.ashx?moduleinstanceid=16787&dataid=40880&FileName=SentenceFrames_Grade4%20.pdf
https://www.cfn107.org/student-discourse-discussion-questioning.html
https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/retrieval-practice/
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• modeling desired student outcomes and providing exemplars 
• Creating a structure that allows for flexibility of movement to allow students to 

independently access resources around the classroom TLAC: part 10 systems and 
routines 

• Building in student choice for completion of assignments/modes of showing 
mastery (menu/choice boards)  

• Reducing group size and/or creating mixed ability collaborative learning groups to 
support student processing  

• deliberately incorporating real world application of knowledge/skills  
• Anticipating and monitoring student thinking by collecting formative data and 

highlighting areas of misconception TLAC: part 1 checking for understanding 
• asking questions that guide students to appropriate factual and conceptual 

understanding (see question and task section) . TLAC: part 1 checking for 
understanding; part2 acting on the data and the culture of error; part 3 setting high 
academic expectations 

• Working with groups to problem-solve and promote self/peer monitoring of their 
own understanding and performance  

• Provide students with an opportunity to define their roles and responsibilities in a 
group as well as to define how they will rely on one another  

Students show active engagement in high-level thinking by: 

• asking clarifying questions  
• participating in creating criteria for success and using that criteria to evaluate their 

own work and the work of their peers  
• expressing connections between new learning activities and objectives and their 

own personal interests/backgrounds/goals  
• formulating well-developed responses by using evidence to defend their ideas and 

make their thinking visible. TLAC: Part 3 setting high academic expectations 
• using flexibility of movement to engage with relevant resources and scaffolds  
• selecting and evaluating their own solutions/strategies 
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APPENDIX D* 
 Lynn Classical High School Monitor Progress Annual Reflection 

on Strategic Objectives & Initiatives Aligned to Sustainable Improvement Practices 
*See also APPENDIX E with Reflection and Next Steps for 2019-2020 Actions 

 
Sustainable Improvement Practice #1: Leadership, shared responsibility, and 
professional collaboration 
The school has established a community of practice through leadership, shared 
responsibility for all students, and professional collaboration.  
 

Instructional Leadership Team: During the 2019-2020 SY, Lynn Classical developed a 

well-represented team to advise our Turnaround Process and to take a deeper look at 

school data and instructional practices to drive improvement.  This team served as an 

opportunity for shared leadership and increased peer communication and understanding 

around instructional focus areas.  The team consisted of administrators, department chairs, 

teachers and guidance representation.  Together throughout the year we unpacked 

rigorous instruction by creating shared tools and building common understanding of 

rigorous, standards based lessons and clear high expectations for student work. The 

department chair and partner teacher acted as liaisons for an effective collaborative 
teaming regular structure that allowed for the whole school to be involved in the process.    

When we moved to emergency remote this team continued to review and analyze the data 

from our monitoring site visit, learning walks, observations and artifacts and together we 

designed tools to help guide and improve our lesson planning and instruction focused on 

areas of growth from our visit.  Tools that came from this work include: 

▪ RAMS Rigor Rubric 
▪ LCHS Standard of Excellence Guide 
▪ LCHS Excellence Interactive Look-For Guide 

▪ LCHS Lesson Plan Template  

During the 2020-2021 SY we will use these tools to build a common understanding and 

support teachers in making the changes that will improve instruction for all students.  We 

will use techniques outlined in Teach Like a Champion to support this work, as well as the 
specific PD outlined in Sustainable Improvement Practice 2.  

Professional Learning Community and Facilitative Leadership Training for 
Department Chairs and PLC Leaders: 

LCHS will be partnering with West Ed to: 

1. Provide Professional Development on Best Practices in Remote Learning 

2. Facilitative Leadership training for PLC Leaders  

3. Lesson Tuning in conjunction with the Standard of Excellence Tools to improve 
planning and instruction. 
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I. EL Cross-Content Teams:  

To improve achievement and English Language proficiency for ELs, EL teachers from each 

department will collaborate to establish uniform practices across content areas. Content 

specific PLCs will have 1-2 leadership team member (DH, VP, principal) with the purpose of 

consistent communication, continued involvement by all stakeholders and focus on using 

data to make decisions for instructional practices, lesson planning, and monitoring 
effectiveness of practices. 

II. Dynamic Class Organization:  

As a result of continuous enrollment of English Learners throughout the school year, class 

sizes increase, the diversity of student needs and levels of readiness grows, and the 

effectiveness of teachers’ routines and practices are challenged. Building chances for 

teachers who are responsible for teaching level 1 or 2, Newcomer, or SLIFE English 

Learners to collaborate will enable them to reflect on the effectiveness of the strategies 

they use, thereby addressing a root cause of slow progress toward English Proficiency. All 

teachers do not regularly or systematically use the strategies that would benefit large 

classes of students with low English proficiency.  In addition, we will strategically pair 

teachers in key classes so that they can create and execute differentiated lessons.  These 

teachers’ schedules will be designed around their common SEI/EL courses so that they 

occur during the same times and are physically located next to each other. This will provide 

teachers the opportunity and flexibility to more effectively meet student needs and levels 

of readiness. 

III. Flexible scheduling: 

To research and adopt a schedule that maximizes learning for all and creates flexibility to 

meet all student needs (See Turnaround Practice #4). 

A stakeholder group consisting of District Administrators, Principals, CTAC, Community 

Partners Guidance and Students met several times throughout the year to collaborate on 

re-imagining a schedule that can meet the many varying needs of our students and to 

support the growing Lynn partnerships. CTAC also surveyed students and teachers to find 

out what features were most important to them for a school schedule.  Some considerations 

included Early College Partnerships, LVTI After Dark, flexible scheduling for working 

students, collaboration time for teachers and designated time for SEL lessons/advisory.  A 

proposed schedule for SY 20-21 was created but not implemented due to the Covid Closure.  

This will be ongoing and fluid to meet the needs of students as they arise. To that end, we 

did adopt a remote schedule to start the school year and designed a hybrid schedule as 
well, while trying to keep as many priority features as possible.   
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A. Proposed Flexible Schedule (not implemented). 
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B. Remote Schedule (current) 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Mentoring 

Room 
7:45-7:55 

Mentoring 
Room 

7:45-7:55 

Mentoring 
Room 

7:45-7:55 

Mentoring 
Room 

7:45-7:55 

Mentoring 
Room 

7:45-7:55 
A period 8:00-
8:55 
 
 

E period 8:00-
9:25 

A period 8:00-
8:55 

E period 8:00-
9:25 

A period 8:00-
8:55 

B period 9:00-
9:55 
 
 

F period 9:30-
10-55 

B period 9:00-
9:55 

F period 9:30-
10-55 

B period 9:00-
9:55 

C period 10:00-
10:55 
 
 

G Period 11:00-
12:25 

C period 10:00-
10:55 

G Period 11:00-
12:25 

C period 10:00-
10:55 

D period 11:00-
11:55 
 
 

LUNCH 12:30-
1:00 

D period 11:00-
11:55 LUNCH 12:30-

1:00 

D period 11:00-
11:55 

LUNCH 12:00-
12:30 

Student 
asynchronous 

work time  
1:00-1:30 

LUNCH 12:00-
12:30 

Student 
asynchronous 

work time  
1:00-1:30 

LUNCH 12:00-
12:30 

Student 
asynchronous 

work time   
12:30-1:00 

Cont’d student 
asynchronous 

work time 
1:30-2:45 

Student 
asynchronous 

work time  
12:30-1:00 

Cont’d student 
asynchronous 

work time 
1:30-2:45 

Student 
asynchronous 

work time  
12:30-1:00 

Family 
Outreach 1:00-

1:45 
(and cont’d 

student 
asynchronous 

work time) 

Family 
Outreach 1:00-

1:45 
(and cont’d 

student 
asynchronous 

work time) 

Cont’d student 
asynchronous 

work time 
1:00-1:45 

Remote Guided 
Support 

1:50-2:30 

Remote Guided 
Support 

1:50-2:30 

Remote Guided 
Support 

1:50-2:30 
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C. Hybrid Schedule (district intends to review risk status in November 2020 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Sustainable Improvement Practice #2:  Intentional practices for improving 
instruction 
The school employs intentional practices for improving teacher-specific and student-
responsive instruction. 
 

I. Lesson Tuning Protocol and Facilitative Leadership Training 

The Lesson Tuning Protocol structure is a better fit and more applicable for our PLCs and 

benchmarking cycles than Lesson Studies. The Lesson Study format was a roadblock to 

implementation because it required the same logistical organization as large-scale 
Learning Walks. 

Classical PLCs will adopt WestEd’s Lesson Tuning Protocol in order to use standards to 

frame constructive feedback on the instructional design of lessons. When a PLC uses the 

protocol, a teacher shares a lesson that he or she will be teaching. After the teacher has 

described the lesson, including providing relevant written materials, the group members 
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ask questions to clarify their understandings about the lesson. Once they have a strong 

grasp of the lesson, they analyze the standard or standards that the lesson is designed to 

address. Next, they use their knowledge of the standard(s) and the school’s identified 

priority areas to provide feedback to the teacher, in the form of praise, probing questions, 

and suggestions for improvement. The protocol ends with the group members reflecting on 

what they learned. A thoughtful application of the protocol takes 45 to 90 minutes to 

complete, on average, depending on the size of the group and complexity of the lesson. 

West Ed will also provide PLC leaders with Facilitative Leadership Training to strengthen 
the culture and capacity of our teachers to improve student outcomes.  

Also include the adoption of Edcite to track performance 

II.  Learning Walks 

Lynn Classical will continue to utilize DESE Learning Walk protocols in order to observe 

instructional practices (see below) throughout the school.  Data will be analyzed by the ILT 

and quick win strategies will be provided to staff.  Learning Walks may need to be adjusted 
due to remote learning. 

III. Clear Instructional Practices and PLC Collaboration: 

A.  Standard of Excellence Guiding Tools 

1. Standard of Excellence Guide 

2. Look For Document with Teacher Supports 

3. Feedback Instrument 

4. Teach Like a Champion Reading Guides 

5. Math Solutions Coaching Sessions 

 
B.  ELE Training Year 3: Responsive Supports for English Learners 

All staff will engage in a minimum of 20 hours of Professional Development to support 

our English Learners through SY20-21.  In order to continue to embed these ideas and 

strategies into everyday practice, PLC’s will work with additional resources to deepen 
the topics covered in this year’s professional development: 

A. Assets-Based Mindset 

B. Strategic Scaffolding  

C. Sheltered Instruction 

 

C. Collecting and Analyzing Data to Adjust Practice 

1. EdCite Assessment Platform for Collecting and Analyzing Data: Lynn 

Classical High School has adopted Edcite to enhance formative assessment, 

create the ability to respond to data in the moment and create assessments that 

mirror the rigor and the technological skills in standardized testing to prepare 

our students for success. 
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2. Formative Assessment In Practice Training to support formative 

assessment, intentional grouping and small group instruction. Lynn 

Classical teachers will cycle through building based professional development 

regarding using data to inform instruction in the moment. We will be working to 

create online assessments through Edcite, institute data cycles that we can use to 

track growth and to support differentiation for students and support small 
group instruction. 

Formative Assessment in Practice  

 

 

The Formative Assessment for Results (FAR) Cycle 

Formative assessment has a potent impact on student engagement and achievement – 

effectively doubling the speed of learning (Black, P.  & Wiliam, D, 2009; Hattie, J. 2016), but 

only if it is understand and applied as an instructional process (not a test).  

In this 18-hour course, customized for the Lynn Public Schools, participants will learn how 

to maximize the power of formative assessment by implementing a four-step process 

known as the Formative Assessment for Results (FAR) Cycle in their classrooms. The FAR 

Cycle begins with clarifying the learning journey for students (Step 1), so they are clear 

about what they are learning, why, what success looks like, and how to monitor their own 

progress. In Step 2, Infuse Formative Assessments, teachers and students apply a variety of 

techniques for efficiently eliciting evidence from every student, every day, about where 

they are in relation to the lesson targets and success criteria. In Step 3, Analyze Formative 

Assessments, teachers and students analyze the evidence to identify patterns, needs, and 

next steps. All of this is for naught if teachers and students do not adjust their teaching and 

learning in response to the evidence. In Step 4, they take FIRME action, an acronym for 

Feedback, Investigation, Re-teaching, Re-grouping, Re-engaging, Moving On, and Extension, 

all-powerful responses to formative assessment results. The course is designed to expand 

participants’ repertoire of strategies for adjusting instruction to meet students’ needs. 
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Through this highly interactive workshop series, participants will gain practical techniques 

for making each step in this cycle come alive in their classrooms, for managing regrouping 

of students, and for establishing a classroom climate that supports high achievement for all. 

The program features a resource-rich website, use of classroom videos, and experiential 

activities that model formative assessment in practice.  

 
 
Sustainable Improvement Practice #3:  Student-specific supports and instruction to 
all students 
The school is able to provide student-specific supports and interventions informed by data 
and the identification of student-specific needs. 

 
I. Expand Student Pathways  

A.  Advanced Coursework 
To continue to analyze pathways to advanced course work for all students, including AP 
and Early College Programs.  LCHS will collaborate with both NSCC and Salem State 
University to expand opportunities.  Three new AP courses have been added: 

1. AP Psychology SY 19/20 
2. AP Physics       SY  20/21 
3. AP Computer Science SY 20/21 

 Support courses for underperforming students have been put in place to increase math 
and writing skills to open up opportunities for more students to have the skills to be 
successful in higher-level course work.  

1. Global Writing  
2. Math Essentials 
3. Math Concepts 
4. MCAS Biology Portfolio 
5. MCAS Math Portfolio 
6. MCAS ELA Portfolio 

 
             B. Expand Dual Enrollment 

To increase the number of students who earn college credit while at LCHS including, EL and 

SWD students, LCHS will implement a partnership with NSCC and Salem State University.  

Although Lynn Classical has had a partnership with North Shore Community College for 

several years the model and participation has been inconsistent and not easily accessible to 

all students.  Last year after receiving an Early College Designation, we piloted our first 

early college cohort with North Shore Community College after revamping the program.  A 

group of twenty-five ninth graders started as a cohort that took a hybrid course called 

Understanding Higher Education and Career Pathways. The cohort is on a track to take 4-6 

college courses before they graduate.  As sophomores, these students will take Speech and 

during junior and senior year, students may take a Composition course and Math course as 

well as courses in a chosen pathway.  In SY19-20, we had 25 students in the NSCC program 
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and in the fall, we will have 75 students in the program and plan to continue to expand 

exponentially in the following years. We are working with North Shore to provide a 

pathway in Business and Informational Technology. 

As Early College Courses are based on a semester schedule and our data shows a need for 

our students to grow their writing ability we have designed two courses to align with the 

9th and 10th grade NSCC Early College Courses.  Global Voices Writing 1 & 2 is a course to 

give students practice and feedback on their writing as well as expose scholars to authors 

and ideas from across the globe.  This is also in service of the need to create more 
opportunities for students to have access to curricula that promotes cultural proficiency.  

Similarly, we are working with Salem State College to apply for an Early College 

Designation with the four-year college.  Last school year we had a cohort of juniors taking 

Composition and this year that Cohort will take a Constitutional Government course in the 

12th grade.  We have added two junior cohorts that will take both courses as juniors and 

will have access to take two pathway courses as seniors in either Biology or Education.  
This will move the Salem State Cohort from 25 students to 75.   

Students may also sign up to take other more traditional dual enrollment courses based at 

the college campus.  The students are provided with laptops and transportation to 

meetings on the campus and benefit from a college and career counselor based out of the 

high school.  We are working with the colleges to create entry points at every level as well 
as crossover between the two schools pathways. 
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II. Collecting and Analyzing Data to Adjust Practice 

 

A. EdCite Tool for collecting and Analyzing Data (See Turnaround Practice 2) 

B. Formative Assessment In Practice Training to support formative 

assessment, intentional grouping and small group instruction. (See 
Turnaround Practice 2) 

 

Sustainable Improvement Practice #4:  School Culture and Climate 
A safe, orderly, and respectful environment for students and a collegial and collaborative 

culture among teachers. 

I. Increased mental health support for all students, especially EL students. 

To reduce dropout rates and to increase declining graduation rates LCHS will increase 

mental health supports for all students in addition to the strategies outlined in Turnaround 

Practice 3.  

A. Bryt Program: Social Worker and CIT 

B. Youth Harbors Social Worker and Case Worker 

 

II. Flexible Scheduling  

To research and adopt a schedule that maximizes learning for all and creates flexibility to 

meet all student needs. 

A district level team met during the SY to create a schedule with flexibility that supports 

Early College opportunities, partnership with Lynn Vocational Technical Institutes: After 

Dark Program (See SIP #1) 

III. Mentoring Program  

Although our existing schedule has a time and space for a mentoring program, we do not 

have a curriculum that directly supports our social emotional learning and healthy and safe 
decision-making needs. 

IV. EL Specific Supports 

A. Student Peer Ambassadors Leadership Opportunity 

During SY 2019-2020 we had 31 Peer Ambassadors that were assigned to classrooms with 

level 1 & 2 English Learners to work with students and teachers to help facilitate and 

accelerate the learning.  The Peer Ambassadors also served in welcoming and acclimating 

new students and wore distinctive lanyards so that they could be visible in the hallways 

and common areas to be available to answer questions and be a resource for students that 

were new to the school, especially students where English was not their primary language.  
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B. See Yourself in Success Speaker Series. 

As we work towards diversifying our staff, we feel that there is an immediate need to 

supply our students with role models that reflect the diverse student body that we serve. 

We are fortunate to have alumni and community members that have found success in 

varying fields, some of which have worked through similar barriers to success and are 

ready and willing to share their stories and expertise with our students. We feel that this 

works towards supporting a diverse student body and connections to real-life, relevant 

experiences for our students. 

 

II. Equity Panel:  

Lynn Classical High School is collaborating with Matthew Rodriguez and the Equity Project 

to create an opportunity for student voice, as well as conducting a project where the 

students identify a school or community issue or cause, research and create and implement 

the solution within the community. 

III. Wellness Team and Family Outreach: 

During SY 2019-2020 LCHS instated several practices that has led to an increase in overall 

attendance and in our EL subgroups.  

A. Attendance Policy was changed from 7 unexcused absences resulting in forced F’s to 

4 unexcused absences results in forced D-. 

B. Monthly Wellness Meetings with the District 

C. Attendance Tuesdays: Teams met weekly to conference with students and families 

around attendance and support services 

D. BRYT Program for chronically absent Tier 3 service 

E. Youth Harbors: has been working mostly with ELs (ages 18-22) who have been  

experiencing housing instability, need help finding employment, enhancing their life 

skills and other case management tasks. The program also provides short-term 

therapeutic services. 
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Turnaround Practice #1: Leadership, shared responsibility, and professional collaboration 
The school has established a community of practice through leadership, shared responsibility for all 

students, and professional collaboration.  
TAP 1 Initiative Actions Evidence Reflection Next Steps 
I. EL Cross-Content 
Teams:  
 
To improve achievement and 
English Language proficiency 
for ELs, EL teachers from 
each department will 
collaborate to establish 
uniform practices across 
content areas. Content 
specific PLCs will have 1-2 
leadership team member (DH, 
VP, principal) with the purpose 
of consistent communication, 
continued involvement by all 
stakeholders and focus on 
using data to make decisions 
for instructional practices, 
lesson planning, and 
monitoring effectiveness of 
practices. 

 

-In pairs, teaching the 
same content to those 
learning English as an 
additional language, 
teachers will collaborate in 
planning appropriate 
differentiation practices to 
meet student needs. 
  
-Across content areas, 1-2 
leaders representing each 
content area will meet to 
share experiences and 
make decisions about 
consistent, effective 
practices across content 
areas. Practices to initiate 
during the first quarter 
include, starting class, 
framing lessons, student 
organization of materials, 
productive partner talk, 
and classroom 
management strategies. 
 
-Teacher leaders will 
communicate agreed 
upon practices with their 

 - EL teachers met in 
June of 2019 to establish 
common practices for EL 
classes including starting 
class, framing lessons, 
organization of materials, 
partner talk, and 
classroom management. 
 
 -One to two leaders from 
each content area met 
monthly to share 
feedback on agreed upon 
common practices for EL 
classes and discussed 
ideas for future common 
practices. 
 

-While many teachers 
made efforts to 
implement the 
practices, there was 
inconsistent 
implementation across 
all EL classes.  
 
-Scheduling the EL 
Cross-Content Team 
meetings was 
challenging due to 
multiple after school 
conflicts for team 
members.  

-Request additional teachers 
for a team-teaching model 
for ESL/SEI classes 
 
-Moving forward, time for EL 
content leaders to meet 
should continue and this 
time could perhaps be 
scheduled into the 
collaboration time in the 
schedule.  An additional 
approach would include 
more involvement by all 
department heads as well as 
the EL coach, to streamline 
communication, clarify 
expectations, and to support 
and monitor implementation. 
 
-Plan EL cross-content 
meetings for the year in 
September and/or use 
Teacher Collaborative Time. 
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content specific PLCs at 
regularly scheduled PLC 
meetings (1-2 periods 
every 7 school days) 
 

II. Dynamic Class 
Organization:  
  
As a result of continuous 
enrollment of English Learners 
throughout the school year, 
class sizes increase, the 
diversity of student needs and 
levels of readiness grows, and 
the effectiveness of teachers’ 
routines and practices are 
challenged. Building chances 
for teachers who are 
responsible for teaching level 
1 or 2, Newcomer,  or SLIFE 
English Learners to 
collaborate will enable them to 
reflect on the effectiveness of 
the strategies they use, 
thereby addressing a root 
cause of slow progress toward 
English Proficiency: all 
teachers do not regularly or 
systematically use the 
strategies that would benefit 
large classes of students with 
low English proficiency.  In 
addition, we will strategically 

-Strategically schedule 
teacher teams in space 
and time to more 
effectively differentiate 
instruction within the 
sections of common 
SEI/EL courses.  
 
-Develop a formal plan for 
providing regular time for 
teachers to collaborate 
with SEI and ESL experts. 
 
 -Create a Family 
Engagement Team to 
explore ways to increase 
family involvement in 
student achievement 
within the school 
community 

- For each content area 

for EL students, teacher 

pairs met at least once 

every 7 days to plan 

differentiated lessons 

during PLC. Sometimes, 

an EL coach joined the 

PLC meeting. This is a 

practice that should 

continue during SY20-21. 

 

- Teachers of common 

SEI/EL courses were 

scheduled concurrently 

and in neighboring 

classrooms. 

 

-While some teacher 
pairs were able to use 
this structure to 
effectively differentiate 
for ELs, other teacher 
pairs cited lack of 
planning time that was 
sufficient to take 
advantage of this 
structure.  One 
success of this 
structure was in-sync 
pacing between 
teachers of the same 
courses and balancing 
of class size. An 
additional benefit in 
some cases, was 
increased ability to be 
able to use flexible 
grouping among 
teachers. 

-Although, the EL Coach 

was able to meet with EL 

content PLCs, more 

widespread access to the EL 

coach and PLC time that is 

designated to 

implementation of SEI 

strategies. In addition, a 

structured time for SEI, SI, 

and ESL teachers to 

collaborate around cross-

curricular connections would 

be an additional support. 
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pair teachers in key classes 
so that they can create and 
execute differentiated lessons.  
These teachers’ schedules will 
be designed around their 
common SEI/EL courses so 
that they occur during the 
same times and are physically 
located next to each other. 
This will provide teachers the 
opportunity and flexibility to 
more effectively meet student 
needs and levels of readiness.   

 
III. Flexible scheduling: 
 
To research and adopt a 
schedule that maximizes 
learning for all and creates 
flexibility to meet all student 
needs (See Turnaround 
Practice #4). 

 

-Worked with a team of 
leaders from across the 
district and community 
partners to research 
schedules and survey 
stakeholders to building in 
aspects to support at –risk 
students, early college 
and other community 
opportunities while 
creating flexibility so that 
students can have more 
individualized experiences 
that reflect their career 
goals and educational 
needs. 
 
-District and HS Leaders 
met throughout the year to 

New schedule approved 
for SY20/21 (see 
attached) 
 

-new schedule is ready 
to implement but will be 
on hold due to 
COVID19 remote 
schooling. Plan is to 
implement for SY2021-
22 
 

Planning for flexible 
programming for at-risk and 
Early College students 
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research and develop an 
entirely new schedule for 
both comprehensive high 
schools in the district, 
LCHS & LEHS 
 

Turnaround Practice #2:  Intentional practices for improving instruction 
The school employs intentional practices for improving teacher-specific and student-responsive 

instruction. 

TAP 2 Initiative Actions Evidence Reflection Next Steps 

I.  Lesson Studies: 
 
Through focused discussion, 
reflection, cooperative 
planning, and structured 
feedback teacher teams will 
engage in lesson studies 
throughout the 2019-2020 
school year, upon completion 
of district-supplied training.  

 

-Sent members of the 
Leadership Team to sit in 
on Lesson Tuning 
Sessions with Marshall 
Middle School.   
 
-Worked with PLCs to 
develop common lessons 
to support student data 
cycles while implementing 
learning from the Rigor 
Rubric and work with 
Instructional Leadership 
Team 
 
-Department Chairs and 
Principals met with School 
Works in early March to 
be introduced to Lesson 
Tuning Protocol.  Team 
agreed that this would 

-As part of benchmarking 
process prior to March 
12th, Grade 9 and 10 
PLC teams were working 
on lesson tuning in ELA, 
Math and Social Studies. 
A more formal process 
involving training from 
School Works is needed 
to formalize this process.
  

-Lesson Tuning 
Protocol is a better fit 
and more applicable for 
our PLCs and 
benchmarking cycles 
than Lesson Studies. 
Lesson Study format is 
a potential roadblock to 
Turnaround 
implementation as it 
requires the same 
logistical organization 
as large-scale Learning 
Walks. 
 
-With training PLCs will 
be able to implement 
Lesson Tuning protocol 
more quickly, more 
efficiently and more 
effectively. 

-Moving forward we will 
employ this tool (Lesson 
Tuning) along with the 
Standard of Excellence Tool 
to work with the PLCs on 
Lesson Planning. 
 
-Work with District System of 
Support to partner with 
School Works in SY 20-21. 
 
-Engage Kevin Perks from 
School Works to train PLC 
teams in Lesson Tuning 
Protocol starting with Grade 
9 and 10 teams. 
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support the work of the 
PLCs and began to 
incorporate before the 
closure.  training from 
School Works is needed 
to formalize this process.
   
  

 
-Team would like to 
continue to work with 
the support of Kevin 
Perks from School 
Works on Lesson 
Tuning and effective 
use of PLC time and 
Rubrics. 
 

II.  Learning Walks 
 
Lynn Classical will continue to 
utilize DESE Learning Walk 
protocols in order to observe 
instructional practices 
throughout the school.  

 

-On 2/4 Planned Learning 
Walks were conducted  
 
-Learning Walks 3 and 4 
were scheduled to be a 
pre-assessment and post 
assessment of teachers 
tracking teacher’s use of 
the Rigor Rubric to 
improve instruction, 
canceled due to Covid19 
closure. 

-Learning Walk 1: 
October 22, 2019 
 
-Learning Walk 2: 
December 10, 2019 

-Strength: 
Learning Walk data 
was considered by ILT 
in comparison to AIR 
data to identify 
instructional foci for the 
SY 20-21. 
 
-Weakness: 
Professional 
Development Time was 
not allotted to fully 
unpack data from 
learning walks and 
quick wins for example 
extended academic 
discourse were not 
given the attention they 
needed 

 

-Continue with smaller 
(quarterly) Learning Walks 
more frequently and use of 
weekly professional 
development time to ensure 
whole school understanding 
of the data and professional 
development to support 
strategies identified to 
support weakness. 

III. Clear Instructional 
Practices: 
 

-Research effective higher 
order thinking strategies 
and provide whole school 

-Requisition complete.  
See Purchase Order 

 

-We should move 
forward with this 
professional 

-Benchmark data cycles will 
be implemented regularly for 
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A. Engagement in 
Higher Order 
Thinking 

To increase the frequency of 
higher order thinking tasks in 
the classroom, LCHS will 
research several areas for 
professional development 
centered on higher order 
thinking strategies.  

 

professional development 
(outside consultant) 

• Order text for 
Rigor/HOT book 
for faculty book 
study- not able to 
be complete this 
year due to school 
closure, but in 
process, on track 
to be completed for 
next school year 
(Teach Like a 
Champion 2.0.– 
ordered for 
SY2020-21; The 
Talent Code 
ordered for 
Summer 2020) 

 
Create 
evaluation/observation 
protocol for evaluators in 
order to provide timely 
feedback on the 
effectiveness of higher 
order thinking tasks (to be 
developed summer 2019). 
 
-Discussion in PLC, 
common planning for 
incorporation of HOT in 
lessons- in process, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-Lesson plans, learning 
walks and student work, 
especially those collected 
for ILT feedback 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

development. Teacher 
leaders have 
volunteered to guide 
and organize this P.D. 
in the form of Reading 
Roundtable and 
monthly focus groups. 
Topics from the 
readings will be 
organized as focus 
areas for all faculty and 
students for 
concentration on a 
monthly or quarterly 
basis. 

 
 
 
 
 
-We are moving 
forward with the use of 
the rubric, and we are 
adding a Standard of 
Excellence Guiding 
Document (SoE tool) 
for expanding our 
examination of lesson 
plans and classroom 
instruction. The 
Guidance document is 
being created by ILT 

the purpose of progress 
monitoring 
 
-Receive books “Teach like a 
Champion” and “Talent 
Code” 

 
-Distribute books to staff 

 
-Group staff into Mini focus 
groups for chapter 
organization of book study 
 
-Align with upcoming district 
SEI focus areas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-ILT created Standard of 
Excellence Guiding 
Document (SoE tool) 
 
-create and implement 
companion documents, 
Lesson Look-Fors, Lesson 
Template, and Feedback 
Tracker 
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interrupted by COVID19 
closure, but work has 
continued remotely. 

 
-ILT developed, modified, 
calibrated on a new 
lesson plan evaluation 
tool, Ram Rigor Rubric 

 
-PLCs used the Rams 
Rigor Rubric as a tool to 
examine and improve 
lesson plans, especially 
regarding the use of 
higher order thinking tasks 

 

Paired observations 
underway, DH/VP/P, 
scheduled weekly -Weekly 
focus topic on school 
calendar- was interrupted 
by school closure 

• Dept. Heads 
partnered with VP 
and/or Principal to 
perform weekly 
walkthroughs, with 
a focus on higher 
order thinking 
tasks and 
collaborative work, 
feedback on 
Teachpoint 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Evidence: see Ram Rigor 
Rubric 2.0-3.5 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
-weekly walkthrough 
schedule on shared 
calendar, 

 
 

during the COVID 19 
remote work time. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-We should move 
forward to continue this 
work next year. AIR 
data shows that there 
are some teachers who 
are still unsure whether 
administrators know 
what is happening in 
their classrooms, 
therefore 
administration must 
visit more classrooms 
and give verbal and 
written feedback more 

-Introduce and train staff on 
purpose and use of new 
companion documents 
 
-utilize "Teach Like a 
Champion” monthly pd to 
provide support on 
implementation of Standards 
of Excellence (SoE tool) 
 
-DH/VP/Princ.  
monitor lesson plans, 
observe classrooms to 
ensure high quality practices 
are being incorporated in 
planning and delivery. 
 
-Discuss best practices in 
monthly meetings / PLCs 
 
-Analyze the work within our 
lesson studies and reflect on 
our own practice 
 
-Incorporate peer 
observation structure 
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 consistently. A new 
walkthrough tool/form 
has been created in 
order to facilitate this 
work. 

 
 

III. Clear Instructional 
Practices: 
 

B. Engagement in 
Cooperative 
Learning/Grouping 

 
To develop school wide 
collaborative learning norms, 
LCHS will research 
collaborative learning 
professional development 
options for all staff members. 
 

 

-Research effective 
cooperative learning 
strategies and provide 
whole school professional 
development (outside 
consultant). 
 

• Order text for 
faculty book study- 
in process, on 
track to be 
completed for next 
school year 
(Teach Like a 
Champion 2.0.– 
ordered for 
SY2020-21; The 
Talent Code 
ordered for 
Summer 2020)  
 

• SEI strategy P.D. 
(Vocabulary 
Essentials) offered 
by district and 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
-Requisition complete, 
see Purchase Order. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-Module PowerPoints, 
faculty products of 
strategy implementation, 

-We should move 
forward with this 
professional 
development. Teacher 
leaders have 
volunteered to guide 
and organize this P.D. 
in the form of Reading 
Roundtable and 
monthly focus groups. 
Topics from the 
readings will be 
organized as focus 
areas for all faculty and 
students for 
concentration on a 
monthly or quarterly 
basis. 

 

 
-SEI strategy PD will 
continue next year per 
district. We plan to 
continue this pd with 
newer direction and 

-Receive books “Teach like a 
Champion” and “Talent 
Code” 

 
-Distribute books to staff 

 
- Group staff into Mini focus 
groups for chapter 
organization of book study 

 
-Align with upcoming district 
SEI focus areas 
 
-Provide school-based 
professional development 
according to District SEI 
focus and plan. 
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delivered by school 
leadership on a 
monthly basis with 
one of the focus 
areas on improving 
collaboration 
among EL 
students in all 
subjects. in 
process, on track 
to be completed by 
the end of this 
school year 

 
-Create 
evaluation/observation 
protocol for evaluators in 
order to provide timely 
feedback on the 
effectiveness of 
cooperative learning 
strategies (to be 
developed summer 2019). 
 
-Paired observations 
underway, DH/VP/P, 
scheduled weekly -Weekly 
focus topic on school 
calendar- was interrupted 
by school closure 

• Dept. Heads 
partnered with 
VP and/or 

observations of classroom 
practice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-Weekly walkthrough 
schedule on shared 
calendar, feedback on 
Teachpoint 
 
-Ram Rigor Rubric 2.0-
3.5 
 
-ILT feedback to teachers 
from data cycle lesson 
plan and student work 
analysis 

 

focus areas assigned 
by the district. Our plan 
is to align all PD focus 
areas on a 
monthly/quarterly 
basis. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

-We should move 
forward to continue this 
work next year.  
 
-AIR data shows that 
there are some 
teachers who are still 
unsure whether 
administrators know 
what is happening in 
their classrooms, 
therefore 
administration must 
visit more classrooms 
and give verbal and 
written feedback more 
consistently. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-A new walkthrough 
tool/form is being developed 
in order to facilitate this 
work. 
 
-Continue with Walk-
throughs to determine 
evidence of cooperative 
learning. 
 
-Kevin Perks (WestEd) to 
assist with lesson tuning and 
training 
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Principal to 
perform weekly 
walkthroughs, 
with a focus on 
higher order 
thinking tasks 
and 
collaborative 
work.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

-A new walkthrough 
tool/form is being 
developed in order to 
facilitate this work. 
 

 

III. Clear Instructional 
Practices: 
 

C. Ubiquitous English 
Support 

 
To increase EL students’ 
proficiency in English, LCHS 
will focus on strategies to 
maximize EL students’ 
language acquisition. 
 
 

 
 

-Every teacher takes 
responsibility for 
embedding strategies for 
English Learners in every 
lesson.   
 
-All teachers have 

participated in the district 

EL Vocabulary Essentials 

professional development. 

 

-One to two leaders from 
each content area met 
monthly to share feedback 
on agreed upon common 
practices for EL classes 
and discussed ideas for 

-Powerpoints and 
additional resources are 
available to all staff in 
shared Teams folder 
 
-Teacher-developed 
products are shared in 
LCHS SEI Team folder for 
the purpose of 
accountability and 
concept review and share  

-One area of 
improvement would be 
improvement in 
extending conclusions 
made in these 
meetings to the rest of 
the staff. 
 

-Improved monitoring for 
consistent implementation is 
needed 
 
-An additional improvement 

is for all teachers to 

complete a Can-Do name 

chart using data from Access 

Data. 

 
-Track teacher reflections 
and feedback through 
Teacher Efficacy Survey 
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future common practices.   
 

Turnaround Practice #3:  Student-specific supports and instruction to all students 
The school is able to provide student-specific supports and interventions informed by data and the 

identification of student-specific needs. 

TAP 3 Initiative Actions Evidence Reflection Next Steps 
I. Go to College Now 
Within three years nearly all 
students will have a clear 
pathway to access college 
experiences and credits. 
 

A. Advanced 
Coursework 

 
To increase the number of 
students who are enrolled 
in advanced coursework, 
including EL and SWD 
students, LCHS will review 
the current process for 
advanced coursework 
selection.  

 

 

-Added 3 new AP courses 
added between 2018-
2020 

1. AP Psychology 

2. AP Physics 

3. AP Computer 
Science 

-Added support courses 
for students to help 
students get skills to enter 
higher level course work 
      1.Global Writing  

2. Math Essentials 
3. Math Concepts 
4. MCAS Biology 

Portfolio 
5. MCAS Math 

Portfolio 
6. MCAS ELA 

Portfolio 
-Recruited English 
Learners to enter AP 
Language classes 
-Looked at demographic 
data when choosing 

-Course Catalog 
-Increased number of 
EL’s or former EL’s in AP 
and Early College 
Courses. 
-recruitment effort to 
better align with mission 
of EC.  
 

-Still a need to create a 
team to carefully look 
at feeder courses to 
our higher course work 
to assure opportunity 
for all students to enter 
into higher-level course 
work. 

 
-ILT need to analyzed 
data of who is in our 
higher level courses 
and see how it 
compares to our overall 
enrollment and 
consider targeted 
outreach to align 
overall enrollment to 
enrollment in higher-
level coursework 
 
-Enrollment in EC was 
challenging due to the 
Covid 19 remote status 
in the spring but was 

-Work with Coaches and 
Guidance to advertise and 
recruit 
-Coaches support students 
in success in the remote 
learning 
-ILT analyze enrollment in 
AP courses and feeder 
courses. 
-Meet to brainstorm ideas on 
avenues and systems to 
widen the recruitment into 
higher-level course work. 
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expended cohort of Early 
College Students 

more in line with the 
target group.  
Recruitment should 
start earlier and more 
advertising regarding 
the program for 
students. 
-Early College 
Coaches can be a help 
in advertising and 
recruitment in the 
program. 
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I. Go to College Now 
 
B. Expand Dual Enrollment 
 
To increase the number of 
students who earn college 
credit while at LCHS including, 
EL and SWD students, LCHS 
will implement a partnership 
with NSCC and Salem State 
University.  

 
 

-District Leadership 
coordinated with North 
Shore Community College 
and Salem State 
University to formulate a 
plan to increase the Early 
College options available 
to LCHS students. 
 
Existing EC courses 

• Undeclared Career 
Pathways – NSCC 

• English 
Composition 11- 
SSU 

-Partnered with the Smith 
Foundation for Early 
College Funding and 
Education 

 
-attended Early College 
Summits 

Added for next SY20/21: 
 

• Grade 10 
SPEECH 
semester course 
from NSCC 

 

• Grade 11 and 12 - 
US History & 
Constitutional 
Government 
semester course 
from SSU 

 
  

 

-Current 9th grade 
students at NSCC 
received laptops and 
attended class on 
campus (prior to school 
closures).  11th grade 
students at SSU were 
taught at LCHS 
together with the SSU 
professor.  SSU 
students did not 
receive devices. 
 
How did they finish 
post shutdown? 

-Recruiting more students 
grades 9-12 enrolled in EC 
courses. 
 
-Designate devices for the 
EC students 
 
-Additional EC courses & 
pathways for SY 2021/22 

II. Get Caught Up 
Not every student can take 
advantage of advanced 
coursework or dual enrollment 
immediately. Some students 
missed a lot of school last 
year, others showed evidence 
of performing below state 
standards in ELA or Math. 
Since our existing course 

-Added support courses to 
help STUDENTS get skills 
to enter higher level 
course work 
      1.Global Writing  

2. Math Essentials 
3. Math Concepts 
4. MCAS Biology 

Portfolio 
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offerings did not meet their 
needs we have developed 
courses designed to provide 
these students with 
exceptional instruction and 
increase their performance 
quickly.  
 

A. ‘Writing Today’ 
bridge course for 
Grade 10 students 

 
To reduce student sub-groups 
declining in their ELA 
achievement and to increase 
graduation rates, LCHS will 
create an ELA bridge course 
for grade 10 students 

 

5. MCAS Math 
Portfolio 

6. MCAS ELA 
Portfolio 
 

-Summer 2019 Team 
developed curriculum with 
a focus on diverse and 
marginalized voices not 
traditionally represented in 
literature courses  
Course curriculum was 
intended as a blueprint for 
the district on 
incorporating materials  
that validate students’ 
lives and experiences  
 
-Establishment of classes 
targeting the lowest 25% 
of students based on 
performance on MCAS  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
--Courses were 
established in SY2019-
2020 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
-3 days scheduling 
presented logistical 
issues including 
scheduling and class 
size 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-continue with class on 
new schedule 
-bring in AmeriCorp 
members or Student 
Ambassadors to improve 
individualized attention 
and differentiation 
-Office Hours 
-larger PLC (3 teachers 
2020-2021) more 
collaboration time 

II. Get Caught Up 
 

7. “Math Essentials” 
bridge course for 
Grade 10 Students & 
“Algebraic 
Concepts” course 
for Grade 9 Students 

 
To reduce student sub-groups 
declining in their Math 

-Starting in SY18-19, 
students identified as 
having deficits in math 
were enrolled in an 
Algebraic Concepts 
course in addition to 
Algebra I. This course is 
intended to strengthen 
math skills needed to be 
successful in Algebra 1 
and increase outcomes in 

-Curriculum was 
determined based on data 
analysis. IXL online math 
program purchased by 
district.  
 
-Student accounts have 
been activated.  
 

 -Students’ final exams will be 
used to design a responsive 
curriculum that will be 
designed to support current 
student weaknesses. 
 
-Upon analysis topics to be 
addressed: reasoning with 
equations and inequalities, 
structure in expressions, 
right triangles and 
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achievement, and to increase 
graduation rates, LCHS will 
continue an “Algebraic 
Concepts” course and 
implement a “Math Essentials” 
course. 
 

students higher level math 
courses.  
 
-Starting in SY19-20, 
students who earned a C 
to a D- in Algebra I will 
take both Geometry and a 
Math Essentials course in 
10th grade. The Math 
Essentials course will be a 
yearlong, 10th grade 
course that will focus on 
skills that will support 
students in meeting 
standards and based on 
prior MCAS weakness.  
 
-Instructional strategies to 
support students:  
• Use differentiation and 
scaffolding of instruction 
for emerging, proficient 
and advanced students to 
enrich student learning.  
• Using web-based as well 
as traditional formats for 
delivery of instruction and 
curriculum.  
• Provide specific 
feedback that focuses on 
mastery of individual skills  
 
 

-Teacher is using IXL for 
online practice to vary 
instructional format. 
  
-Classroom observations 
in order to provide 
needed support to 
teacher.  
 
-This course will be 
written and planned for in 
the summer of 2019 and 
implemented during 
the 2019-20 school year. 
 
-We are in process of 
creating post-test for 
analysis in January 
 
 
 

trigonometry, statistics and 
probability, and the number 
system. 

 
-Year two of the course will 
be written and planned for in 
the summer of 2020 and 
implemented during the 
2020-21 school year. 
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II. Get Caught Up 
 

8. Biology Portfolio 
Class 

 
To increase graduation rates, 
LCHS will implement a 
Biology Portfolio course for 
grade 12 students who have 
not yet passed a STE MCAS.  
 

-Portfolios were submitted 

but were deemed 
incomplete 
-teacher reported to 
struggle to get new work 
on standards that still 
needed to be covered 
after the Covid closure 
-the district was working 
with engagement and this 
class serviced some of 
our most at-risk seniors. 

-Dese deemed all 
submitted portfolios 
incomplete 
-all students met 
graduation requirements 
due to success in course 
work and DESE changes 
due to Covid 19. 
-Still awaiting feedback to 
why portfolios were 
incomplete.  Will analyze 
and make adjustments for 
future submissions.  

-Portfolios may have 
qualified for 
competency with work 
completed in the last 
three months of school 
without Covid closure 
and district shift to 
engagement. 
-Not all students in the 
course had suitable 
technology to engage 
in remote learning 
successfully  
 

-This class will be put on 
hold for this year due to 
change in graduation 
requirements due to Covid 
19. 
-Data will be analyzed to 
adjust practice for future 
course curriculum. 
-New LMS provides 
opportunity to gather 
resources to support 
acquisition of standard 
competency for future 
portfolio appeals.  

III. Learn English Quickly 
Students arrive and enroll at 
Lynn Classical every day. 
During the 2018-2019 school 
year, of 446 Els, 210 ELs (47%) 
enrolled at LCHS after the first 

day of school. Many of our 
students arrive speaking little 
or no English. Many of these 
students have interrupted 
schooling and/or limited 
literacy in their native 
language. To give these 
students an equitable chance 
to complete college level work 
before they graduate, we must 
first orient them to our school 
and ensure a high level of 
proficiency in academic 

Ubiquitous English 
Support:  
 
-All teachers have 
participated in the district 
EL Vocabulary Essentials 
professional development. 
 
-One to two leaders from 
each content area met 
monthly to share feedback 
on agreed upon common 
practices for EL classes 
and discussed ideas for 
future common practices.   
 

-Powerpoints and 
additional resources are 
available to all staff in 
shared Teams folder 
 
-Teacher-developed 
products are shared in 
LCHS SEI Team folder for 
the purpose of 
accountability and 
concept review and share 
 

-One area of 
improvement would be 
improvement in 
extending conclusions 
made in these 
meetings to the rest of 
the staff. 

-Improved monitoring for 
consistent implementation is 
needed 
 
-An additional improvement 
is for all teachers to 
complete a Can-Do name 
chart using data from Access 
Data. 
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English. We have a three-part 
strategy to accomplish this 
 
A. Ubiquitous English 
Support 
 
Every teacher takes 
responsibility for embedding 
strategies for English Learners 
in every lesson. (See 
Turnaround Practice #2 for full 
description). 
 

III. Learn English Quickly 
 
B. EL Cross-Content Teams 
 
Teachers, from all content 
areas, will plan and implement 
common norms for all English 
Learners within their 
classrooms. (See Turnaround 
Practice #1 for full 
description). 
 

B. EL Cross-Content 
Teams  
 
-Teachers, from all 
content areas, will plan 
and implement common 
norms for all English 
Learners within their 
classrooms. (See 
Turnaround Practice #1 
for full description).  
 

 

(See Turnaround Practice 
#1 for full description). 

 

(See Turnaround 
Practice #1 for full 
description). 

 

(See Turnaround Practice #1 
for full description). 

 

III. Learn English Quickly 
 
C. Ready to Welcome 
Every member of the Lynn 
Classical community expects 
to welcome someone new 
every day and has a plan to 

C. Ready to Welcome  
 
-Every member of the 
Lynn Classical community 
expects to welcome 
someone new every day 
and has a plan to 

-Teachers have been 

provided with explicit 

suggestions on how to 

integrate students 

quickly and sufficiently 

into the class and 

(See Turnaround 
Practice #4). 

Some improvements would 

include: all whole-school 

announcements be planned 

and translated and a more 

centrally located bilingual 

family liaison. 
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integrate them quickly and 
fully into the class and school 
culture. (See Turnaround 
Practice #4).  
Peer ambassadors in 
guidance and in EL 
classrooms will support new 
students in their adjustment to 
LCHS 
 
 (See Turnaround Practice 
#4). 

integrate them quickly and 
fully into the class and 
school culture. (See 
Turnaround Practice #4). 
Peer ambassadors in 
guidance and in EL 
classrooms will support 
new students in their 
adjustment to LCHS (See 
Turnaround Practice #4). 

 

school culture. For 

example, have a 

seating chart, supplies 

ready, and having 

lessons with multiple 

entry points, such as 

Do Nows that allow 

students to join 

without prior exposure 

to class material. In 

addition, all new 

student names are 

shared with teachers 

by guidance prior to 

joining their class 

(when possible). In 

many cases, a peer 

ambassador was able 

to help support this 

process. GUIDANCE 

PLEASE ENTER 

HERE EVIDENCE OF 

SUCCESS WITH 

PROCEDURE FOR 

NEW STUDENTS 

Most (can someone 

enter a number here), 

but not all, 9th grade 

SEI classes were 

assigned a peer 

ambassador to assist 
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new students and 

help facilitate their 

adjustment to LCHS. 

Two teacher 

coordinators in 

conjunction with 

guidance counselors 

were assigned with 

the task of identifying 

and placing peer 

ambassadors into 

classes.   

Turnaround Practice #4:  School Culture and Climate 
A safe, orderly, and respectful environment for students and a collegial and collaborative culture among 

teachers. 

TAP 4 Initiative Actions Evidence Reflection Next Steps 
I. Increased mental health 
support for all students, 
especially EL students. 
 
To reduce dropout rates and 
to increase declining 
graduation rates LCHS will 
increase mental health 
supports for all students in 
addition to the strategies 
outlined in Turnaround 
Practice 3.  
 

-Lynn Public Schools was 
awarded a grant to work 
with the BRYT 
foundation to develop 
and implement a program 
for students that have 
missed time due to mental 
health issues and trauma. 
The grant will fund two 
positions, a clinician and a 
teacher that will team to 
transition students back 
from hospitalization and 
create a safe and 
supportive environment 

-BRYT program has 
classroom and office, are 
accepting students, and 
are up and running since 
Sept 2019 
 
-Youth Harbors has hired 
permanent counselor (5 
days per week) and 
actively searching for 
social worker before the 
shutdown. We can 
hopefully assume 
someone will be in place 
for Sept 2020. 

- We have requested a 
second bilingual 
guidance counselor but 
have not heard back on 
budget decisions yet. 
 
-After lots of back and 
forth with district, we 
were not approved to 
create a small office 
within the THC suite 
therefore the fulltime 
bilingual counselor is 
not feasible at this 
time. Therefore, ELs 

-Bilingual SSW most likely 
being hired. Pair SSW with 
EL counselor with caseload 
of ELs 
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where students can catch 
up on their studies and 
have access to a clinician 
regular as well as 
advocacy to move back 
into the regular schedule. 
 
-Continue to advocate 
with District Leadership for 
an additional English 
Learner Guidance 
Counselor and Social 
Worker Team. 
 
-Youth Harbors: working 
with at risk youth with 
unstable living situations, 
includes a case worker 
and clinician.  
-New office in the Teen 
Health Center for Spanish 
Speaking Therapists 
 

 
 

will continue to be o 
waitlist for long-term 
counseling support 
during school day 
(therapist 2 days a 
week) 
 

II. Flexible Scheduling  
 
To research and adopt a 
schedule that maximizes 
learning for all and creates 
flexibility to meet all student 
needs. 
 

-District and HS Leaders 
met throughout the year to 
research and develop a 
new schedule for both 
comprehensive high 
schools in the district, 
LCHS & LEHS  

-New schedule approved 
for SY20/21 (see 
attached) 
 
 

-New schedule is ready 
to implement but will be 
on hold due to Covid19 
remote schooling. Plan 
is to implement for 
SY2021-22 

-Planning for flexible 
programming for at-risk and 
Early College students  
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III. Mentoring Program  
 
Although our existing 
schedule has a time and 
space for a mentoring 
program, we do not have a 
curriculum that directly 
supports our social emotional 
learning and healthy and safe 
decision-making needs. 
 

-We were delivering a 
monthly extended 
mentoring curriculum until 
school was interrupted 

-Monthly lesson plans, 
surveys and completion of 
student work 

-Moving forward with 
our X block in our new 
schedule there is 
dedicated time to meet 
weekly for 45 min. To 
deliver the districts 
mentoring program  

-District is moving forward 
with purchasing a curriculum  

 
-Remote Learning may 
postpone implementation 
until SY2021-22 

IV. EL Specific Supports 
 
A. Ready to Welcome 
(Connects to TAP 3) 
 

- Establishment of lines of 
communication between 
Parent Information 
Center/ELE Office and 
receiving schools 
regarding arrivals of new 
students prior to their 
physical entry to school  
 
-EL guidance counselor 
was sending emails with 
new students to expect to 
teachers and DHs once 
the amount of new arrivals 
slowed down a bit 
Dec/Jan. It was very 
difficult during the Fall with 
3-7 new students per day 
plus other responsibilities. 
 
-Created an LCHS 
orientation video for EL 

-Data Center set up 
notifications of new 
students for clerks, 
counselors, teachers, 
etc.  
 
 
 
-Emails sent from GC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-District did not follow 
through on their 
responsibilities of the 
Ready to Welcome 
section of the 
Turnaround plan 
 
- Consider continuing 
the practice of emailing 
teachers for new 
arrivals or 
discontinuing based on 
teacher feedback. 

-Guidance Counselor should 
reach out to see if teachers 
found these emails helpful or 
if getting a Jupiter 
notification is equally helpful. 
 
-Continue to request ELE 
office and PIC provide 
Ready to Welcome materials 
to newly registered families 
and students (detailed in the 
Turnaround Plan) 
 
-Develop a model for the 
follow-up protocol of LCHS 
Student Ambassadors after 
initial welcome and 
orientation for new arrivals 
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students who enter 
throughout the school 
year. 
 
-Alignment of new student 
schedules with the 
schedules of established 
mentor students  
 
-Continue to recruit 
bilingual student 
Ambassadors to serve as 
peer guides for EL 
students who enter 
throughout the school 
year. 
 
• Classroom environments 
“Ready to Welcome” new 
students: Teachers will set 
aside materials and a seat 
for new students. They will 
purposefully plan lessons 
with ways to engage new 
students throughout a 
unit.  
Teachers will establish a 
small “welcome team” 
within each of their SEI/EL 
sections and ensure 
mentor students are 
aware of their 
responsibilities.  

-Video was created by 
GC, students, other 
faculty members 
 
 
-This happened on an 
informal basis and 
when possible and 
proved difficult when 
thinking of maintaining 
balanced classes 
 
-Messages in Jupiter 
have been sent to 
entire student body to 
initiate recruitment 
and training for SY20-
21 
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-ELE Office requests 
usernames and 
passwords for new 
arrivals and reviews 
district attendance “Every 
Student- Every Day” 
policy with newcomers 
and their families  
 
-ELE Office issues student 
“Welcome Packet: What 
to Expect in LPS” 
including: a community 
guide, a school lanyard, a 
Charlie card, a Teen 
Health Center application, 
a dictionary, school 
supplies including 
notebooks, pens, pencils, 
and highlighters. 
 
-Develop a model for the 
follow-up protocol of 
LCHS Student 
Ambassadors after initial 
welcome and orientation 
for new arrivals 
 

 
 IV. EL Specific Supports 
 

-Invitations sent to 
potential Student 
Ambassadors (sent in 

-31 active ambassadors 
in SY 19-20.  
 

- With school building 
closures the 
ambassador program 
may be harder to 

- The advisors will look to 
train and virtually meet with 
students to get ready for 
next year.  
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 B. Student Peer 
Ambassadors in Guidance 
and the Classroom 
 

June 2019, and 
September 2019). 
 
 -Align with district vision 
on training Student 
Ambassadors 
 
 -Integration of social- 
emotional tenets through 
hands on learning 
experiences  
 
-See above (Ready to 
Welcome Actions) for 
Student Ambassador 
information  
 

-Jackie Fisher sent a 
Jupiter message to start 
the recruitment of 
Ambassadors for next 
year in May 2020.  
 
-The advisors (Smiley and 
MacPhee) have reached 
out to underclassmen 
ambassadors from SY19-
20 who could potentially 
return for a second year 
in May 2020 and are 
compiling a list to start 
recruitment. 
 

recruit for, but we think 
the training and 
membership will grow 
each year.  
 
- Something that needs 
to improve: Having the 
sections of 
ambassadors already 
placed in master 
schedule and students 
placed and trained by 
the start of school. 
 
-Some students were 
not showing up daily. 
We are hoping this 
problem is fixed with 
more training 
 

 
-Advisors are looking to 
identify classes and teachers 
who would like an 
ambassador over the 
summer. 
 
-Pre-build ambassador 
sections into all T sections 
when building schedule  

 

V. See Yourself in Success 
Speaker Series. 

--On a monthly basis we 
will bring in community 
members to speak to our 
students regarding the 
importance of education 
now, continuing education 
and becoming productive 
members of society 

-September:  
Officer Torres was our 
guest to an all-boys 
audience. He discussed 
acceptable behavior in 
and out school. 
Opportunities to become 
a police officer. 
 
-October: 
 Hispanic Heritage 
Assembly D. Morales 
LCHS and Bowdoin 

-Students received the 
speakers well and were 
able to ask questions 
and interact with all. 
Overall, the program 
was well received by 
students and faculty. 
If school had 
continued, we had 
tentatively scheduled a 
social worker, a banker 
and a retail manager. 

-More detailed expectations 
of student’s participation, 
contribution and follow up.  
 
-Create a work sheet for the 
students to complete. 
 
-Introduce the students to 
the topic ahead of the visit. 
We should continue with this 
program, and make it a 
welcomed addition to our 
calendar of events 
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College graduate, Unicare 
Manager and D. Moreno 
Community activist and 
businesswoman were the 
guest speakers 
 
-November: 
 D. Moreno returned with 
other Hispanic financial 
advisors to introduce and 
answer questions 
regarding financial aid 
applications to senior 
students and parents 
during Open House. 
 
-January: 
 D. Blume and J Matos 
came to speak to Mrs. 
Lyle EL/AP classes. They 
discussed the value of 
bilingualism in their 
studies and future 
careers. 
 
-February: 
 A. Romero, L Luna and 
E. Guzman-Hosta (our 
district school 
psychologists) were set 
up in classrooms to 
discuss social/ emotional 
transitions to a new 

We were right on track 
to complete our goal of 
monthly guests 

 
-Institute Student 
Connectedness Survey  
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culture, separation from 
family, language 
struggles, services in the 
district were highlighted 
 
-March: 
 C. Gonzalez a LCHS 
graduate discussed the 
challenges he faced as an 
EL student, provided 
guidance to enter college 
and get support and 
discussed how to get 
support to help with family 
crisis and loneliness in a 
new culture. He also 
showed the 
importance/value of being 
bilingual in the job market. 
Explained his never-
ending desired to learn 
and help others. Currently 
applying to PHD 
programs around the 
country, to study 
Alzheimer's disease in the 
Latino/Hispanic aging 
population 
Was accepted to Chicago 
University PHD program 


